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Abstract

Bird’s-Eye-View (BEV) 3D Object Detection is a cru-
cial multi-view technique for autonomous driving systems.
Recently, plenty of works are proposed, following a simi-
lar paradigm consisting of three essential components, i.e.,
camera feature extraction, BEV feature construction, and
task heads. Among the three components, BEV feature con-
struction is BEV-specific compared with 2D tasks. Exist-
ing methods aggregate the multi-view camera features to
the flattened grid in order to construct the BEV feature.
However, flattening the BEV space along the height dimen-
sion fails to emphasize the informative features of different
heights. For example, the barrier is located at a low height
while the truck is located at a high height. In this paper,
we propose a novel method named BEV Slice Attention Net-
work (BEV-SAN) for exploiting the intrinsic characteristics
of different heights. Instead of flattening the BEV space, we
first sample along the height dimension to build the global
and local BEV slices. Then, the features of BEV slices are
aggregated from the camera features and merged by the at-
tention mechanism. Finally, we fuse the merged local and
global BEV features by a transformer to generate the final
feature map for task heads. The purpose of local BEV slices
is to emphasize informative heights. In order to find them,
we further propose a LiDAR-guided sampling strategy to
leverage the statistical distribution of LiDAR to determine
the heights of local slices. Compared with uniform sam-
pling, LiDAR-guided sampling can determine more infor-
mative heights. We conduct detailed experiments to demon-
strate the effectiveness of BEV-SAN. Code will be released.

1. Introduction

Object detection is an essential computer vision task,
which has wide applications in security, robotics, au-
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Figure 1. The statistics of 3D bounding boxes along the height
dimension.

tonomous driving, etc. With the development of Deep Neu-
ral Networks (DNNs), a huge amount of methods are pro-
posed for 2D [7–9, 18, 25, 26] and 3D [5, 24, 27, 33] object
detection. As there are too many methods, we focus our
introduction on the cutting-edge multi-view camera-based
3D object detection, which has gained increasing attention
from the community. The Bird’s-Eye-View (BEV) is a uni-
fied representation of the surrounding scene and is suitable
for autonomous driving tasks. Therefore, plenty of 3D ob-
ject detection methods [3,11,12,14–17,30,32] are proposed
for multi-view BEV perception recently.

Although the model architectures of those methods are
different, they commonly follow a similar paradigm consist-
ing of three essential components including camera feature
extraction, BEV feature extraction, and task heads. Among
the three components, BEV feature construction is BEV-
specific compared with 2D tasks. [16] presents a new frame-
work that learns a unified BEV representation with spatio-
temporal transformers. They first lift each query on the flat-
tened BEV grid to a pillar-like query and then project the
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sampled 3D points to 2D views. The extracted features of
hit views are weighted and summed as the output of spatial
cross-attention. [15] first predicts the depth for RGB input
and projects the image features to frustum space. Then they
sum up the frustum features that fall into the same flatted
BEV grid. Both methods have pros and cons, while they all
flatten the BEV space along the height dimension.

Motivated by the fact that different object classes locate
at different heights. For instance, barrier is located at a low
height while the truck is located at a high height. Flattening
the BEV space along the height dimension fails to exploit
the benefit of different heights. In this paper, we propose a
novel method named BEV Slice Attention Network (BEV-
SAN) to explore the intrinsic properties of different heights.
We first sample along the height dimension to build the
global and local BEV slices, which are represented as the
upper and lower bounds of BEV slice height. The global
slices are similar to former works [15, 16], which aim at
covering the large height range of BEV space, while the
local BEV slices aim at emphasizing informative heights.
We aggregate the features from multi-view cameras to con-
struct the features of global and local BEV slices. To merge
the global and local slices, we first use the height attention
mechanism to fuse the global and local slices separately.
Then we adopt a transformer to fuse the merged global and
local features. The final fused feature map is used for task-
specific heads. In this paper, we mainly conduct the evalu-
ation of BEV-SAN on 3D object detection. It is to be noted
that our method can also be used in other BEV perception
tasks such as map segmentation and planning.

In order to improve the performance, we further propose
a LiDAR-guided sampling strategy to leverage the statisti-
cal distribution of LiDAR to determine the optimal heights
of local slices. We project the LiDAR points to the BEV
space and calculate the histogram along the height dimen-
sion. According to the histogram, we can sample the upper
and lower height bounds of local slices. Compared with uni-
form sampling or random sampling, our strategy can choose
informative ranges for BEV perception. We want to point
out that we only use LiDAR data to build the local BEV
slices. Our contributions can be concluded as follows:

• We propose a novel method named BEV Slice Atten-
tion Network (BEV-SAN) that exploits the features of
different heights in BEV space, achieving an accurate
performance of BEV 3D object detection.

• We present a LiDAR-guided sampling strategy to de-
termine the optimal heights of local slices, resulting in
informative ranges for BEV perception.

• We conduct detailed experiments to demonstrate the
effectiveness of our method. Our method can also be
applied to other BEV perception tasks like map seg-
mentation and planning.

2. Relate work
Monocular 3D object detection Monocular 3D ob-

ject detection is a useful but challenging technique in au-
tonomous driving since it needs to predict the 3D bound-
ing boxes from a single 2D image. Deep3DBox [22] firstly
regresses relatively stable 3D bounding box properties us-
ing DNNs and combines them with geometric constraints
to generate the final results. M3D-RPN [1] designs depth-
aware convolutional layers and 3D region proposal network,
significantly improving the performance of monocular 3D
object detection. SMOKE [19] predicts a 3D bounding box
for each detected 2D object by combining a single keypoint
estimate with regressed 3D variables. FCOS3D [29] pro-
poses a one-stage framework that predicts the decoupled
2D and 3D attributes for 3D targets. MonoDLE [21] quan-
tifies the impact introduced by each sub-task of monocular
3D object detection and proposes three strategies to reduce
the localization error. PGD [28] constructs geometric re-
lation graphs across predicted objects and uses the graph
to improve the depth estimation for monocular 3D object
detection. MonoPair [6] improves monocular 3D object de-
tection by considering the relationship of paired samples.
RTM3D [13] predicts the nine perspective key points in 3D
space and recovers the dimension, location, and orientation
from the nine key points. MonoFlex [35] proposes a flex-
ible framework that explicitly decouples the truncated ob-
jects and adaptively combines multiple approaches for ob-
ject depth estimation. GUP-Net [20] proposes to tackle the
error amplification problem introduced by the projection
process. MonoDETR [34] introduces a novel framework
using a depth-guided transformer and achieves state-of-the-
art performance on benchmarks.

Multi-View BEV 3D object detection As a unified rep-
resentation of the surrounding scene, BEV 3D object detec-
tion is becoming prevailing in the multi-view camera sys-
tems. Recently, plenty of methods are proposed for multi-
view BEV 3D object detection. DETR3D [30] uses a sparse
set of 3D object queries to index the extracted 2D features
from multi-view camera images. They make the bounding
box prediction per query using the set-to-set loss. BEVDet
[12] first predicts the depth for each camera image and then
projects the extracted image features to BEV space by the
LSS operation [23]. Finally, the task-specific head is con-
structed upon the BEV feature. BEVDet4D [11] fuses the
feature from the previous frame with the current frame to lift
the BEVDet paradigm from 3D space to spatial-temporal
4D space. BEVFormer [16] exploits both the spatial and
temporal information by interacting with spatial and tem-
poral space through pre-defined grid-shaped BEV queries.
PETR [17] encodes the position information of 3D coordi-
nates into image features and performs end-to-end object
detection based on 3D position-aware features. BEVDepth
[15] reveals that the quality of intermediate depth is the
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Figure 2. The pipeline of the proposed SAN method. Our method constructs the BEV feature based on the global and local slices. We use
a two-stage fusion strategy to merge the features of global and local slices for task heads.

key to improving multi-view 3D object detection. They
get explicit depth supervision utilizing encoded intrinsic
and extrinsic parameters. PolarDETR [4] uses the Polar
Parametrization for 3D detection by reformulating position
parametrization, velocity decomposition, perception range,
label assignment, and loss function in the polar coordinate
system. BEVStereo [14] introduces an effective temporal
stereo method to dynamically select the scale of matching
candidates for multi-view stereo. They further design an it-
erative algorithm to update more valuable candidates, mak-
ing it adaptive to moving candidates. STS [31] proposes a
surround-view temporal stereo technique to leverage the ge-
ometry correspondence between frames across time to im-
prove the quality of depth.

3. Methods

Our method follows the pipeline of existing methods
such as BEVDepth [15], which consist of three compo-
nents: camera feature extraction, BEV feature construction,
and task heads. To be more specific, Given an input multi-
view image Ik ∈ R3×H×W , we adopt a shared backbone
model to extract the feature Fk ∈ RC×Hf×Wf , where k
is the index of the camera. we also predict the depth dis-
tribution map for each input image Dk ∈ RD×Hf×Wf .
Then we project the camera features to viewing frustum
Vk ∈ RC×D×Hf×Wf and construct the flattened BEV fea-
ture B ∈ RC×He×We with the proposed Slice Attention
Module. Finally, the task-specific heads are applied to the
BEV feature. We will first introduce the motivation in Sec.

Table 1. The mAP results of Traffic Cone, Person and Bus with
BEV slices of different height ranges.

Height Traffic Cone Person Bus
[−2, 0] 0.087 0.0 0.001
[0, 1] 0.436 0.217 0.273
[1, 2] 0.367 0.245 0. 307
[2, 3] 0.406 0.265 0.340
[3, 4] 0.368 0.257 0.348

3.1 and then present the proposed Slice Attention Module in
Sec. 3.2. The whole framework of our method is illustrated
in Fig. 2.

3.1. Motivation

In the practical applications of autonomous driving, the
detection targets vary in shape and size, causing severe bias
in visual-based learning. For example, barrier is located
at a low height while the truck is located at a high height.
However, existing methods like BEVDepth [15] sum up the
frustum features that fall into the same flattened BEV grid.
Therefore, they fail to exploit the benefit of different heights
for BEV perception. In this section, we intend to demon-
strate the motivation for slicing the BEV space based on
different heights. We first visualize the heights of anno-
tated 3D bounding boxes according to their object classes.
As shown in Fig. 1, different object classes actually have
different height distributions. This is consistent with our
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Figure 3. The statistics of LiDAR points along the height dimen-
sion. We use this LiDAR histogram to guide the sampling of local
slices, which emphasizes the informative heights.

motivation.
To further study this motivation, we adjust the height

range of BEVDepth [15] and evaluate the 3D object detec-
tion performance of different classes as shown in Tab. 1. As
can be seen, the traffic cone, which is lower compared with
person and bus, shows obviously different performances at
different height ranges (0.436 in [0,1] and 0.368 in [3,4]
separately). This indicates that the height range will greatly
affect the detection performance of different object classes.
This observation inspires us to take better advantage of dif-
ferent heights to improve detection performance. We will
introduce the proposed Slice Attention Module in the next
section.

3.2. Slice Attention Module

In this section, we introduce the proposed Slice Atten-
tion Module. We define the slice using the height range in
BEV space. We will first explain how to sample the BEV
space to generate the global and local slices. The global
slices are sampled to cover the large height ranges of BEV
space. The local slices are sampled to emphasize the in-
formative heights. Then we present our method to fuse the
sampled global and local slices with an attention mecha-
nism. Finally, we fuse the global feature and local feature
for the task heads.

3.2.1 Global and Local Slices

For the multi-view images, we can extract the features by a
shared backbone model Fk ∈ RC×Hf×Wf , where k is the
index of the camera. We can aggregate the image features
to construct the BEV feature Bs ∈ RC×He×We given the

Local Features

Global Features SE-ResBlock Transformer

Slice Attention Module

Figure 4. The pipeline of slice feature fusion. Our fusion strategy
contains two stages. The first stage is based on channel attention
to merge local slices and global slices separately. The second stage
is based on a dual-branch transformer, which explores the spatial
attention.

height range s = [l, u] in BEV space. We define a height
range as a BEV slice.

Global Slices We empirically determine the global slices
as {sg} = [[−6, 4] , [−5, 3] , [−4, 2]]. Although the largest
range [−6, 4] contains the overall information of the whole
space, the corresponding BEV feature representation is sig-
nificantly different from [−5, 3] or [−4, 2]. Since the height
information is viewed as channel dimension, we adopt a
channel-wise attention [10] to adaptively aggregate the mul-
tiple global-level slices. The attention mechanism between
three global slices provides a learnable way to fully explore
different semantic knowledge and thus improve the global
contextual representation in BEV latent space. The atten-
tion between three global slices will be necessary to help
improve the performance at the global level. We denote the
constructed features of global slices as {Bi

sg
}.

Local Slices The goal of local slices is to emphasize the
informative height ranges. We construct the local slices
by sampling from the overall range [−6, 4]. In order to
sample reasonable local slices, we present a LiDAR-guided
sampling strategy to determine the optimal heights of lo-
cal slices. We transform the LiDAR points to BEV space
and calculate the histogram along the height dimension as
shown in Fig. 3. We find that most LiDAR points are lo-
cated around -2 and 0. However, those regions contain small
objects while regions outside [-2,2] contain large objects.
In order to sample more effective local slices, we design
a novel strategy to consider the distribution differences be-
tween classes. Specifically, we accumulate the histogram
and choose the local slices from the accumulated distribu-
tion. We slice the overall range [−6, 4] to six bins, including
[−6,−3], [−3,−2], [−2,−1],[−1, 0], [0, 2], and [2, 4]. Sim-
ilar to global slices, we also utilize the channel attention
mechanism to reweight the local slices, which effectively
aggregates the information of different heights. The local
slices are denoted as {sl} and the aggregated features are
denoted as {Bj

sl
}.
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3.2.2 Fusion of Slice Features

After obtaining the global features {Bi
sg
} and local features

{Bj
sl
}, we can fuse them together into the feature map for

task heads. Our method introduces a two-stage attention
structure to progressively fuse the features as shown in Fig.
4. In the first stage, we fuse the global features and local
features via the attention mechanism. This will generate
the global fused feature Bg ∈ RC×He×We and local fused
feature Bl ∈ RC×He×We . In the second stage, we use a
transformer to fuse Bg and Bl and generate the feature map
for task heads.

To be more specific, in the first stage, we adopt the atten-
tion mechanism similar to the Squeeze-and-Excitation (SE)
operation [10]. Taking local features as an example, the fea-
tures of local slices are denoted as {Bj

sl
} ∈ RJ×C×He×We ,

where J is the number of local slices. As shown in Fig. 5,
we first use 1x1 convolution to reduce the channel number
from J × C to C. We use global average pooling to extract
the J × C feature and reweight the input feature. Another
3x3 convolution is used to reduce the channel number from
J × C to C. Finally, we add the two parts to deliver the
fused feature Bl ∈ RC×He×We . The features of global
slices {Bi

sg
} can be fused into Bg in the same way.

In the second stage, we need to fuse Bg and Bl with a
transformer. As shown in Fig. 2, the transformer contains
two branches (denoted as G2L and L2G) using Bg and Bl

as the inputs. One feature will be transformed into a set of
Key/Value pairs to interact with features from the other. For
example, the Query/Key/Value pair in G2L Transformer is:
q = qL, k = kG, v = vG where L stands for local-level and
G represents global-level. Finally, we sum up the outputs
of the two branches to obtain the final feature map for task
heads.

4. Experiment

In this section, we first give the experimental details in
Sec. 4.1. Then we evaluate the proposed SAN on nuScenes

[2] and compare it with several baseline methods in Sec.
4.2. Besides, we also conduct detailed ablation study to
evaluate each component of our method in Sec. 4.3. We
further show the computational cost in Sec. 4.4.

4.1. Experimental Details

Dataset We use the nuScenes [2] dataset to evaluate the
performance of our distillation framework. NuScenes con-
tains 1k sequences, each of which is composed of six groups
of surround-view camera images, one group of Lidar data,
and their sensor information. The camera images are col-
lected with the resolution of 1600 × 900 at 12Hz and the
LiDAR frequency for scanning is 20Hz. The dataset pro-
vides object annotations every 0.5 seconds, and the annota-
tions include 3D bounding boxes for 10 classes {Car, Truck,
Bus, Trailer, Construction vehicle, Pedestrian, Motorcycle,
Bicycle, Barrier, Traffic cone }. We follow the official split
that uses 750, 150, and 150 sequences as training, valida-
tion, and testing sets respectively. So we get 28130 batches
of data for training, 6019 batches for validation, and 6008
batches for testing.

Metrics We use mean Average Precision(mAP) and
Nuscenes Detection Score(NDS) as our main evaluation
metrics. We also adopt other officially released metrics con-
cluding Average Translation Error (ATE), Average Scale
Error (ASE), Average Orientation Error (AOE), Average
Velocity Error (AVE), and Average Attribute Error (AAE).
Note that NDS is a weighted sum of mAP and other metric
scores.

Implementation Details We use BEVDepth [15] as the
baseline. The image backbone is ResNet-50, and the input
image size is [256,704]. Following BEVDepth, image aug-
mentation includes random cropping, random scaling, ran-
dom flipping, and random rotation. The BEV feature gen-
erated by the model is also augmented by random scaling,
random flipping, and random rotation. The base learning
rate is 2e-4, and the batch size is 6 for each GPU. During
training, we use 8 V100 GPUs, and the training takes 40
epochs. We decay the learning rate on epochs 23 and 33
with ratio α = 1e − 7. To conduct a fair comparison, all
methods share these settings. Apart from BEVDepth, we
also evaluate the proposed method on the BEVDet [12].

4.2. Main Results

Results on nuScenes val set We first evaluate our
method on nuScenes val set. The baseline methods
are BEVDet and BEVDepth. We report the results of
BEVDepth under different height ranges [-5,3], [-4,2], and
[-6,4]. The default height range of BEVDet and BEVDepth
is [-5,3]. As can be seen from Tab. 2, our method can
improve the baseline method by 0.03 in NDS and all the
evaluation metrics are also improved. To further evaluate
our method, we conduct the experiments with CBGS strat-
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Table 2. 3D Object Detection Results on nuScenes val set without CBGS

Method Voxel Range Backbone NDS ↑ mAP ↑ mATE ↓ mASE ↓ mAOE ↓ mAVE ↓ mAAE ↓
BEVDepth [-5,3] R50 0.328 0.293 0.742 0.283 0.758 1.216 0.403
BEVDepth [-4,2] R50 0.330 0.293 0.740 0.282 0.745 1.201 0.397
BEVDepth [-6,4] R50 0.336 0.296 0.732 0.283 0.713 1.218 0.396

BEVDet [-5,3] R50 0.298 0.274 0.754 0.295 0.881 1.25 0.418
SANet(BEVDet) slice R50 0.320 0.292 0.746 0.286 0.797 1.167 0.403

SANet(BEVDepth) Slice R50 0.366 0.310 0.705 0.278 0.608 1.070 0.300
BEVDepth [-6,4] R101 0.371 0.313 0.697 0.278 0.579 1.086 0.304

SANet(BEVDepth) Slice R101 0.379 0.319 0.681 0.270 0.567 0.996 0.290

Table 3. 3D Object Detection Results on nuScenes val set with CBGS.

Method Voxel Range Backbone NDS ↑ mAP ↑ mATE ↓ mASE ↓ mAOE ↓ mAVE ↓ mAAE ↓
BEVDet [-5,3] R50 0.372 0.299 0.724 0.273 0.578 0.929 0.266
PETR [-5,3] R50 0.381 0.313 0.768 0.278 0.564 0.923 0.225

BEVDepth [-5,3] R50 0.470 0.341 0.619 0.273 0.451 0.462 0.198
SANet(BEVDepth) Slice R50 0.482 0.351 0.618 0.271 0.434 0.426 0.192

Table 4. 3D Object Detection Results of Each Object Class on nuScenes val set.

Method Truck trailer Car Bus Pedestrian Motorcycle Bicycle Traffic cone Barrier
BEVDepth 0.237 0.153 0.466 0.332 0.247 0.289 0.267 0.417 0.465

SANet 0.244 0.165 0.491 0.350 0.265 0.302 0.272 0.432 0.503
BEVDepth+CBGS 0.269 0.171 0.545 0.352 0.351 0.318 0.250 0.530 0.559

SANet+CBGS 0.272 0.166 0.555 0.358 0.365 0.315 0.282 0.544 0.582

egy [36], which will take much longer training time. As
can be seen from Tab. 3, our method can still improve per-
formance even with the CBGS strategy. We conduct this
experiment based on ResNet-50 in consideration of compu-
tation cost.

Results of different object classes Since the motivation
of our method is to handle different object classes with dif-
ferent heights. Therefore, we show the results of different
object classes in Tab. 4. We compare the mAP of the pro-
posed SAN and baseline methods. For the results without
CBGS strategy, SAN outperforms the baseline BEVDepth
in each object class. The performance gain of the traffic
cone even reaches 0.038. For the results with CBGS, the
SAN also shows significant improvement. For example,
our method improves the baseline BEVDepth by 0.032 in
bicycles and 0.023 in traffic cones. These results show that
our method gives different attention to objects with different
shapes.

Qualitative results We show the qualitative results of
the baselines and our method. As can be seen from Fig. 6,
the proposed SAN improves the performance of 3D object
detection. In this figure, we compare the results of SAN
and BEVDepth [15]. We also show the feature visualiza-
tion in Fig. 7. As can be seen from this figure, the original

BEV feature does not capture the top left object, while our
method fuses the features of different slices. Therefore, the
enhanced BEV feature successfully captures the top left ob-
ject.

Table 5. Ablation Study of Global and Local Slices.

Local Global NDS mAP
. . 0.330 0.296
✓ . 0.351 0.310
. ✓ 0.343 0.307
✓ ✓ 0.366 0.310

4.3. Ablation study

Global and Local Slices Our method uses both the
global and local slices to construct the BEV feature. The
global slices aim to cover the large ranges of BEV height,
while the local slices aim to emphasize the informative
heights. Therefore, we conduct an ablation study to evalu-
ate the contributions of global and local slices. As shown in
Tab. 5, both types contribute to performance improvement.

LiDAR-Guided Sampling In this paper, we propose to
use a LiDAR-guided sampling strategy to obtain the local
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slices. Therefore, we conduct the ablation study to evaluate
the contribution of this component. For a fair comparison,
we all use the global slices. As can be seen from Tab. 6, the
LiDAR-guided sampling strategy can improve the NDS of
average local sampling by 0.007, demonstrating the effec-
tiveness of the proposed sampling strategy.

Table 6. Ablation Study of LiDAR-Guided Sampling.

Statistics Local NDS mAP
. 0.359 0.310
✓ 0.366 0.310

Fusion Strategy The fusion strategy also plays an im-
portant role in merging the local and global slices. In short,
our fusion strategy contains two stages. The first stage

Table 7. Ablation Study of Fusion Strategy.

Method Voxel Range NDS ↑ mAP ↑
SA-Mean local Only 0.332 0.296

SA-SE local Only 0.350 0.298
SA-SE-Mean local + Global 0.359 0.311

SA-SE-SE local + Global 0.361 0.310
SA-SE-Trans local + Global 0.366 0.310

merges the local and global slices, respectively. The sec-
ond stage fuses the merged local and global features for task
heads. In this part, we evaluate the fusion strategy based on
BEVDepth with ResNet-50. Mean denotes adding the BEV
features together. SE denotes the Squeeze-and-Excitation
Attention residual block. Trans means the designed two
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Figure 7. The visualization result of the baseline BEV feature and SAN BEV feature. As can be seen, the features of different slices can
capture different objects. For example, the original feature fails to capture the top-left object, while our enhanced feature successfully
captures this object.

Figure 8. Computational cost. We compare the proposed SANet with the baseline method BEVDepth with ResNet-50 and ResNet-101 as
the backbones. As can be seen, our method will introduce some additional computational costs. However, this is because we simply repeat
the LSS operation many times to generate the features of slices. Careful engineering optimization can significantly improve the efficiency.

Method Backbone NDS FPS Model Size(MB) Image backbone(ms) pooling(ms) Fusion(ms)
SANet R50 0.366 15.4 911.0 0.53 23.12 0.50
SANet R101 0.379 14.3 1128.7 0.55 26.22 0.45

BEVDepth R50 0.330 24.3 870.0 0.54 26.23 .
BEVDepth R101 0.371 19.6 1087.1 0.55 26.26 .

branches transformer. As can be seen in Tab. 7. Using
SE in the first stage and Trans in the second stage achieves
the best performance compared with the alternatives. Nev-
ertheless, all the fusion strategies can achieve considerable
improvements compared with the baseline, demonstrating
the effectiveness of the proposed SAN.

4.4. Computational Cost

In this section, we report the computational cost of SAN.
As shown in Tab. 8, our method introduces additional com-
putational and storage costs to the baseline methods. To
be more specific, when the backbone is ResNet-101, our
method introduces 41 MB storage cost and 27% slower than
the BEVDepth baseline. The most time-consuming step is
building the features of global and local slices. However,
this is because our current implementation simply repeats
the LSS [23] operations. More careful engineering opti-
mization can help to reduce the computational cost of SAN,
which will be our future work.

5. Limitation

Although the proposed SAN is simple yet effective, our
method still has some limitations. One limitation is the

additional computational and storage cost as mentioned
above. However, we believe careful engineering optimiza-
tion can solve this problem. Besides, our method follows
the BEVDepth [15] pipeline, which is sensitive to the ac-
curacy of depth values or the depth distributions. How to
apply SAN to baseline methods such as BEVFormer [16] is
still a problem, which will also be our future work.

6. Conclusion

In summary, we propose a novel method named Slice At-
tention Network for BEV 3D object detection in this paper.
Instead of summing up the frustum features that fall into
the same flattened BEV grid, our method explores the ben-
efit of different heights in BEV space. We extract the BEV
features of global and local slices. The global slices aim
at covering the large height ranges, while the local slices
aim at emphasizing informative local height ranges. To
improve the performance, we propose to sample the local
slices based on the histogram of LiDAR points along the
height dimension. The features of local and global slices
are fused by a two-stage strategy for task heads. We use
BEVDepth as the baseline method and conduct detailed ex-
periments to demonstrate the effectiveness of BEV-SAN.
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